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Mr. Dorian Gray might just mean his death... TO BE REMEMBERED - Jamie Ferguson After her brutal
Blanca & Roja Anna-Marie McLemore 2018-10-09 The biggest lie of all is the story you think you already

murder centuries ago, Ilona became a nyavka. She haunts the forest with her newfound sisters, luring men

know. The del Cisne girls have never just been sisters; they’re also rivals, Blanca as obedient and graceful as

into the woods—and to their deaths. And then one day a young man comes into the forest on a mission that

Roja is vicious and manipulative. They know that, because of a generations-old spell, their family is bound to

catches Ilona by surprise. THE SOUL CAGES - Phaedra Weldon When her treasure is stolen, the vengeful

a bevy of swans deep in the woods. They know that, one day, the swans will pull them into a dangerous

Sea Goddess destroys the country's ships and takes the souls of their crews. Only one woman can save

game that will leave one of them a girl, and trap the other in the body of a swan. But when two local boys

them, but will she succeed, or be damned to live in the Sea Goddess' palace forever? ELLA AND THE

become drawn into the game, the swans’ spell intertwines with the strange and unpredictable magic lacing

HAUNTED HOUSE - Sarra Cannon Descended from a long line of ghost hunters, Ella is forced to spend her

the woods, and all four of their fates depend on facing truths that could either save or destroy them. Blanca &

birthday in a haunted house with her horrible stepmother and stepsisters, but the night is redeemed when a

Roja is the captivating story of sisters, friendship, love, hatred, and the price we pay to protect our hearts.

handsome stranger arrives. THE THORN KING - Alexia Purdy Haunted by the ghost of his best friend, Riley

Rotten Rapunzel Anita Valle 2021-07-13 I have been in this tower for fifteen years. Snow White has frozen me

decides to search for her once more. Heading through the scorched rose gardens where she disappeared, he

inside it and covered the rest of our kingdom with ice and snow. I can't remember what summer is like. And I

finds himself in the domain of a malevolent creature cursed by a dark magic ready to claim him as well.

have never seen people or had a friend. It's not fair. I'm a princess, the daughter of Cinderella. This kingdom

LITTLE FLAME - Devon Monk Avens is not powerful, she is not a witch. But she is the last hope to save the

belongs to ME. Not to the nasty new queen who's taken over. Snowy ruined my life, she doesn't care about

world.

me. She only keeps me because I cry magic tears. I have to escape. Have to take back the palace before my

Ever Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #2) Alexia Purdy 2013-12-26

lost twin gets it. Have to punish Snowy for wrecking the kingdom. Have to make at least ONE stupid friend.

Once Upon A Wish Alethea Kontis 2021-02-12 Dreaming of a magical world? Your wish is our command!

And I really have to do something about my hair.

These sixteen fairytale retellings from bestselling authors will sweep you away into enchanted lands where

Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20 One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions

wishes have the power to change lives. With wistful twists on Cinderella, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, and

in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a

more, you'll be enthralled by these all-new tales. Just be careful what you wish for... INCLUDES: The Dust

correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is

Wish - Alethea Kontis A prince attempting to win the hand of a princess is helped by an enthusiastic boy, a

not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.

snarky maid, and a wish-granting dust bunny. Ashes to Ashes - Phaedra Weldon Bounty Hunter Cynder's

Once Upon A Curse Yasmine Galenorn 2016-05-23

latest job is to hunt down a Djinn who refuses to fulfill his third wish. Not quite believing in such things as

Once Upon A Ghost Melissa Marr 2020-02-14 Twenty dark and ghostly faerie tale retellings from the NYT,

Wish Givers (especially Fairy Godmothers), Cynder's world capsizes when she discovers what that third wish

USA Today and internationally bestselling authors in the award-winning Once Upon Anthologies series! Push

is all about. Wallina - Nikki Jefford A beautiful orphan is adopted then imprisoned by marriage-minded trolls,

open the creaky cellar door and prepare for chilling re-imaginings of Sleeping Beauty, Goldilocks, Rapunzel,

sorcerers, and faeries in this magical adventure. Wicked Winds - Kasey Mackenzie Dorrie Gale's been a ball

and Bloody Mary. Or breathe a sigh of relief with brighter twists on The Little Match Girl, Hansel & Gretel, and

of anxiety since her mother was ripped away from her arms by a Kansas twister, never to be seen again.

The Bremen Town Musicians. But beware! Blood and revenge, creepy haunted houses, and evil magic lurk

When wicked winds return over a decade later only to sweep her away, Dorrie's forced to believe that her

within the pages. Are you brave enough to venture in? A HUNTER’S MEMORY OF WINTER - Annie Bellet

mother's storybook tales are actually true. The Fairest Shop of Them All - Shawntelle Madison A tyrannical

Ka is a hunter for hire. She'll kill anything, for a price. When her latest client wants her to kill a legendary

duchess makes a dark wish, for her to have the fairest hat shop of them all, but an orphan shopkeeper with

being, she's up for the challenge. But this job will require more than just a bullet... for her prey is already

mystical goods stands in her way. Immortal Wish - Colleen Gleason Lyla Harris lives at the bottom of the Sea

dead... HAUNTED - Kay McSpadden The old Bayer house might be haunted, but that doesn’t keep the little

in the city of Atlantis…but she knows there’s something else up there. When she makes a wish to learn more,

golden-haired girl from going inside—again, and again, and again. FAERIE SONG - Anthea Sharp The Pipers

a whole new world opens up for her. Unseen - Christine Pope After the end of the world, an invisible

have rid the city of vermin, but their music hides a dark magic that only one courageous girl can break.

benefactor comes to Janna Sayers’ aid. But will her curiosity about her mysterious guardian be her undoing?

FORGIVEN: A Djinn Wars Story - Christine Pope Celia Graham might have survived a deadly plague, but that

First Snow - Alexia Purdy In the dead of winter, Jonna is saved from the cold by an unlikely ally. She's

didn’t prevent her from becoming a ghost doomed to haunt her opulent home for all eternity. The situation

determined to rescue her family from the clutches of an ancient witch who rules the desolate frost lands and

becomes even more complicated when she encounters an unexpected house guest…. WHAT MAGIC LIES

turns trespassers into statues of ice. The Dreamer’s Curse - Rachel Morgan When a wish bargain with the

BENEATH - Shawntelle Madison Long ago, a bog witch killed Everbelle’s brother. Now the memories of him

Godmother goes wrong, Cress winds up cursed to an eternal slumber. But a potion that gives her the ability

haunt her—as well as his ghost. An opportunity arises to fix the past and bring everyone inner peace, but is

to travel through dreams may be the key to her escape. The Lady of the Lake - Julia Crane What would an

Everbelle willing to sacrifice herself in the process? THE GHOST OF BEILSTEIN CASTLE - Alethea Kontis

otherworldly creature want more than anything? To be mortal, of course. The Lady of the Lake might have

From a riverside castle in post-war Germany, a tormented young American widow recounts her ghostly

bitten off more than she could chew. The Wishing Thorn - Jamie Ferguson Leah never believed in her Irish

adventures with a dead bride, a fiery-eyed hellfrog, and a lost treasure. SNOW WHITE BETWEEN TIME -

grandmother’s stories about trees granting wishes, but after having her life turned upside-down, she decided

Julia Crane Once the cursed apple has been eaten, Snow White awakens in a strange land. The sun and

to see if the stories were real after all. She chose to make her wish of a blackthorn: the tree of warfare and ill

moon have disappeared, and her only friend is a red-eyed wolf. She must find a way to return to her former

omens, and the keeper of dark secrets... Woven from Pure Starlight - Jenna Elizabeth Johnson Caitlin’s

life or be forever stuck between worlds. QUEEN JOANNA.- Kate Danley Thrust into a loveless marriage of

glamour-infused hair has kept her from living a life of her own since the death of her mother. When a stranger

state, Queen Joanna discovers her new palace is home to dark secrets. When a ghostly face in the mirror

arrives in the magical forest near her home, Caitlin gets a chance at friendship, love, and the most important

confronts her with a dire warning, she must discover if she has been struck by madness... or awakened a

thing of all: freedom. Last Wish - C. Gockel Once upon a time there was no death. Spirits walked among

curse. RAPUNZEL DREAMING - Yasmine Galenorn Sometimes beauty—and the obsession with that

humans, and giant game sustained them. But as the world changed, something worse than death came to the

beauty—doesn’t fade. It just transforms with time… WHAT TALES SPECTERS TELL - Kasey Mackenzie

world. Heart of the Forest - Anthea Sharp Pursuing an enchanted creature into a magical forest, a prince

Amelie Baudelaire faces off against the cruel Necromancer who saved her life two years earlier. Now that the

discovers that his heart’s desire isn’t what he thought… Pin Oak’s Wish - Kay McSpadden Pin Oaks knows

life and soul of her most precious prize of all—her firstborn child—hangs in the balance, she’ll show her

her Grandmother Blue can grant wishes, but she’s never needed one until now. It’s 1952, and the young

villainous savior just how much he’s underestimated her. THE DEVIL’S DUE - Melissa Marr Never cross a

mountain healer wants her grandmother to help her become a real city woman—and to find her true love

devoted sister, especially one fond of sword fights and sea-faring. THE BREMEN SHIFTER BAND - Debra

before he ships out for Korea. Wish Upon a Straw - Devon Monk One magical gold spinner, one kingdom full

Dunbar Geriatric shapeshifters in an assisted living facility discover with the help of Elvis’ ghost that they’re

of dragons... KEYWORDS: Once Upon A Time, Fairytale Retellings, Rapunzel, Rumpelstiltskin, Coyote,

never too old to Rock and Roll. THE BANSHEE OF LIATH WOOD - Jenna Elizabeth Johnson In order to

Arthurian Myths, Celtic Folklore, Historical Fantasy, Faeries, Fae, Elves, Genies, Royalty, Short Story

keep his home, Kye of Haebach Heath must enter one of the most haunted places in all of Eile in order to

Anthology, Fantasy Anthology, Short Stories, Magic, Enchantment

free a maiden from her dark curse. THE GHOST QUEEN – Nikki Jefford When the King of Gloria offers gold

Tithe Holly Black 2020-10-20 Discover the dark and seductive realm of faerie in the first book of New York

to anyone who can present him with the fairest bride in all the kingdoms, two young necromancers resurrect

Times bestseller Holly Black’s critically acclaimed Modern Faerie Tales series, where one girl must save

the loveliest woman to have ever lived. Can they fool the king and his entire kingdom? IMMORTAL

herself from the sinister magic of the fey courts, and protect her heart in the process. Sixteen-year-old Kaye is

PORTRAIT - Colleen Gleason When Frost Elite escort service's Shep arrives to meet a new client in the hills

a modern nomad. Fierce and independent, she drifts from place to place with her mother’s rock band until an

of Hollywood, he poses for a photograph with his client's camera. Unfortunately, this simple portrait taken by

ominous attack forces them back to Kaye’s childhood home. But Kaye’s life takes another turn when she
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stumbles upon an injured faerie knight in the woods. Kaye has always been able to see faeries where others

Series!** What if Beauty was cursed, and the Beast was the only one who could save her? Don't miss

could not, and she chooses to save the strange young man instead of leaving him to die. But this fateful

WITHERING ROSE, a dystopian romance from bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the classic

choice will have more dire consequences than she could ever predict, as Kaye soon finds herself the unwilling

fairy tale of Beauty & The Beast. "As the heat finally disappeared, I felt the bloom blossom in the very core of

pawn in an ancient and violent power struggle between two rival faerie kingdoms—a struggle that could very

my soul, a rose just like my name--a ticking clock hidden behind a façade of beauty. From that moment on,

well mean her death.

my life would become a countdown, and all I could do was wait and watch as the petals of time slowly started

Dark Promise Talia Jager 2021-02-05 Rylie has it all - great friends, dream boy, loving family. But on the eve

to fall." Omorose Bouchene has a secret--magic. There's only one problem. At the age of seven, an

of her sixteenth birthday, her perfect little world shatters. A stranger claiming to be her real mother appears

earthquake struck, catapulting her into a new world. A land made of skyscrapers and cell phones. Fast cars

with a secret: Rylie is a faery whose powers will be unleashed on her birthday. Captured and forced into a

and fluorescent lights. A land where magic isn't supposed to exist and anyone who wields it is the enemy. But

new life, Rylie struggles to keep everything she loves and discovers a terrifying truth: some promises cannot

after ten years of hiding, she's desperate to find a place where she can be free. Because all magic comes

be broken.

with a curse, and her curse is time--every ounce of power she uses strips days off of her life. The clock is

Magic After Midnight C. Gockel 2018-12-24 A standalone adventure in the world of I Bring the Fire. Magic is

winding down, and the only option left is to escape to the realm of the Beast. But the king of monsters isn't

real, and Marcia's life is a fairy tale. Except, according to her stepdaughter, she's the wicked stepmother.

what he seems. And the more Omorose opens her heart, the more she comes to realize that the only person

Undermined by a meddling godmother, Marcia is struggling to raise three teenagers in a world of

she may need to fear is herself. *This is the second book in Once Upon A Curse, a series of interconnected

enchantment and monsters. When she's introduced to a Night Elf who appears half her age, love is the last

stand-alone novels all set in the same fantasy universe. Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale, Fairy Tale,

thing on her mind. Count Darerick Razvano is a Night Elf--please don't call him a vampire! Fighting for the

Retelling, Adaptation, Fairy Tale Adaptation, Beauty and the Beast, Romance, Dystopian, Paranormal

survival of his race, he has no time for matters of the heart. When a charming widow inadvertently threatens

Romance, Urban Fantasy, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Beast, Beauty, Shapeshifter, Werewolf,

the Night Elves' most carefully guarded secret, Darerick must seek Marcia out to save his people. Marcia's

Werewolves

devoted to her children. Dare's determined to save his race. They aren't looking for love, but love might find

Once Upon A Star Anthea Sharp 2019-02-15 * Special release-week pricing!* From the bestselling authors of

them. In a world of monsters, love may save Night Elves and humans alike.

the award-winning Once Upon Anthologies, the next fabulous volume is here! Revisit your favorite faerie tales,

Gathering Frost (Once Upon A Curse Book 1) Kaitlyn Davis 2015 **A USA Today Must-Read Romance!** Will

masterfully retold in science fiction settings with delightful, and sometimes chilling, twists. What if the Twelve

the prince's kiss be enough to revive her frozen heart? Don't miss GATHERING FROST, a dystopian

Dancing Princesses were undead clones? What if the witch in Hansel and Gretel was an AI-sentient house?

romance from bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines the classic fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty. "I wish

Are you ready for the Three Little Pigs… in space? These fourteen tales will entertain and inspire you, and

I could say I was the hero of the story. A resister. A rebel. Someone who lived to bring an end to the queen

you’ll never see your favorite faerie tales quite the same way again. Grab your copy of Once Upon A Star,

who stole my childhood--my mother, my life, my very world. But I'm not. I'm not the good guy. I'm the one

and don’t forget the other anthologies - Once Upon A Curse, Once Upon A Kiss, and Once Upon A Quest -

who puts the good guys in their graves." Jade was only a little girl when the earthquake struck. Before her

for more magical retellings! ESCAPE: A Liza Roth Adventure - Anthea Sharp A princess on the run and her

eyes, half of New York City disappeared, replaced by a village that seemed torn out of a storybook. Horses

feline companion find adventure - and danger - on Starhub Station in this story based on the Icelandic fairy

and carriages. Cobblestone streets. A towering castle. And, above all, a queen with the magical ability to strip

tale Kisa the Cat. TRUE.LOVE - Alethea Kontis In this futuristic retelling of Sleeping Beauty, a gamer

emotions away. Ten years later and Jade has forgotten what it is to feel, to care...even to love. Working as a

hacktivist tries to take down the world’s largest matchmaking site…and stumbles on a side quest he never

member of the queen's guard, she spends most of her time on the city wall staring at the crumbling

bargained for. BLOW YOUR PLANET DOWN - Shawntelle Madison After the Wolverine Horde nearly

skyscrapers of old New York. But everything changes when the queen's runaway son, Prince Asher, returns.

destroyed her home world, Commander Cressida Van Der Snout is prepared to use the Horde’s greatest

Under his relentless taunts, her blood begins to boil. Under his piercing gaze, her heart begins to flutter. And

weapon to exact her revenge. She wants to bring them to their knees, but a single wolverine stands in the

the more her icy soul begins to thaw, the more Jade comes to question everything she's ever known--and,

way of both her revenge and her heart. THE CYRANO SOLUTION: A Gaian Consortium Story - Christine

more importantly, whose side she's really on. Keywords: Teen & Young Adult, Fairytale, Fairy Tale, Retelling,

Pope The daughter of one of Gaia’s richest oligarchs gets more than she bargained for in her new husband

Adaptation, Fairy Tale Adaptation, Sleeping Beauty, Romance, Dystopian, Paranormal Romance, Urban

in this retelling of “The Frog Prince” (with just a dash of Cyrano de Bergerac for good measure). ONCE YOU

Fantasy, Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Evil Queen, Prince Charming RAVE REVIEWS for

WISH - Evelyn Snow A con man who loves only what he can steal. An orphan girl with big dreams. A prince

Gathering Frost! "My favorite thing about this book is the action. Jade isn't a sleeping princess. She's the best

with something to prove and no fairy godmother to be found… BY THE LIGHT OF A DISTANT STAR - Jenna

fighter and so fierce in her "empty" state. I felt like this was an urban fantasy with all the steam of a

Elizabeth Johnson When Estrelle’s marriage to Prince Damryn of Kaul is thwarted by a deceitful enemy who

romance." - Jessie Potts, USA Today 'Happy Ever After Blog' "Davis writes with confidence and poise, and

steals her identity and leaves her for dead, Estrelle must rely on the kindness of others, and trust the courage

the story's many twists and turns stave off predictability and allow readers to become immersed in a starkly

within her own heart. VASILILA AND THE HORSE OF POWER - Jamie Ferguson Vasilisa finds a feather

magical world filled with last hopes." - Publisher's Weekly "Gathering Frost is just awesome in every way.

from the legendary firebird and, against the advice of her horse, takes it to the Tzar in the subterranean

Beautiful prose, lots of heart-wrenching emotion, action and romance, a great, unstoppable villain, and a

enclave their people have lived in for millennia. She hopes to be rewarded, but instead is given a choice

smart, tough heroine who will fight for what she wants." - Geeks In High School "The writing is flawless as

between accomplishing an impossible task, or exile—and certain death—in the harsh, storm-swept lands

always and I must say, way to take a classic and make such a creative and wonderful twist to it...It's well

aboveground. ECHO - Nikki Jefford Built by a handsome young mechanic, Echo is a cyborg who dreams of

thought out and it unbelievably magnificent. I seriously couldn't put it down. Wait I never actually put it down. I

experiencing the world as a human in this Pinocchio inspired retelling. DEADLY DANCE - Kasey Mackenzie

started and finished in one sitting because it's just that good. This one is a MUST READ." - Happy Tails and

Miriana never expected to be murdered repeatedly after refusing an evil prince’s marriage proposal. Now

Tales Blog "I loved everything about this book! The different take on Sleeping Beauty, the strong female

saddled with eleven undead clone-sisters who spy for the murderous prince, she’s going to save the day with

characters, and the overall vibe of the book/series to come. Jade is amazing and leaped off the page...This is

her forbidden soldier lover—or die trying - one final time. THROUGH TIME AND SPACE: A Little Red Riding

not just a romance! It has great action scenes where Jade is kicking some major ass and there are surprises

Hood Tale - Julia Crane Neither time nor space can keep Little Red and the Big Bad Wolf from crossing

at every corner." - Hooked In A Book "I loved this book. To me is it a very loose reimagined world of Sleeping

paths. THE STAR DRAGON'S CURSE - Alexia Purdy Haunted by a malevolent celestial entity, Creedence

Beauty, but that is a good thing. It kept me guessing and really kept me on the edge of my seat. I stayed up

must discover its connection to the dying forest aboard the decaying space vessel, The Star Dragon.

late reading as I just had to know what happens next." - Michelle's Paranormal Vault of Books

ZATARRA - Phaedra Weldon His enemies not only took his life and everything he held dear, they took his

Once Upon a Time Brothers Grimm 2011-12-27 ONCE UPON A TIME will be a re-issue of classic fairy tales

humanity as well. LOXLEY- Sarra Cannon In a dystopian world where citizens log into The Realm online to

by the Grimm brothers that will also function as a loose tie-in to the ABC fall 2011 show "Once Upon a Time,"

escape from their dark reality, one hacker fights to make a difference as she goes in search of a rare artifact.

featuring 40 public domain translations of Grimm brother tales. The show has a 13-episode order for the fall

CANDY HOUSE - Kay McSpadden After the AI of Earth rise up and destroy most of humanity, Hans and

2011 season, and premieres on October 23, running through mid-February. It will air on Sunday nights at

Greta survive by living off the grid. That is, until they find a house in the woods that makes them an offer they

8pm. The show's story centers on a woman who is the long-lost daughter of Snow White and Prince

can’t refuse. Read more fabulous fairytale retellings from these authors! ONCE UPON A CURSE - 17 Dark

Charming who must return to Storybrooke, Maine to help break a curse the Evil Queen set on the world of

Faerie Tales ONCE UPON A KISS - 17 Romantic Faerie Tales ONCE UPON A QUEST - 15 Tales of

fairy tales, causing all fairy tale characters to be transported to the modern world and forget their magical

Adventure KEYWORDS: Fairy Tale Retellings, SF Romance, Space Opera, Dystopian, Russian Folktales,

origins. The book will be small and gift-sized (think LAST LECTURE), and will feature original artwork and

Genetic Engineering, Cyberpunk, AI, GameLit, Marissa Meyer, Lunar Chronicles

illustrations by artist Kevin Tong (cover, full-page illustrations, series of decorative and thematic illustrations

A Tale Dark & Grimm Adam Gidwitz 2010-10-28 In this mischievous and utterly original debut, Hansel and

throughout interior). Tong worked as an artist on LOST's art campaign and currently does amazing concert

Gretel walk out of their own story and into eight other classic Grimm-inspired tales. As readers follow the

posters. His aesthetic is dark and edgy, and lines up nicely with that of the show—exactly what we're going for

siblings through a forest brimming with menacing foes, they learn the true story behind (and beyond) the

with these illustrations. For our book, he'll illustrate the cover, six full-page interior pieces to go with the tales

bread crumbs, edible houses, and outwitted witches. Fairy tales have never been more irreverent or

featured in both the book and the show (Snow White, Cinderella, Rumplestiltskin, Rapunzel, Red Riding

subversive as Hansel and Gretel learn to take charge of their destinies and become the clever architects of

Hood, Sleeping Beauty), and between 20-30 small, decorative images and spot pieces to adorn the interior

their own happily ever after.

pages.

Once Upon A Kiss Sarra Cannon 2017-01-30

Withering Rose (Once Upon A Curse Book 2) Kaitlyn Davis 2016-05-17 **A USA Today Recommended

Cursed: An Anthology Christina Henry 2020-03-03 Twenty curses, old and new, from bestselling fantasy
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authors such as Neil Gaiman, Karen Joy Fowler, Christina Henry, M.R. Carey and Charlie Jane Anders. ALL

Curse of the Fae Queen Delia Castel 2019-02-06 A Huntress of Faeries. Five cursed Fae Princes. An evil that

THE BETTER TO READ YOU WITH It's a prick of blood, the bite of an apple, the evil eye, a wedding ring or

will destroy the world.When Eighteen-year-old Neara saves a villager from the clutches of a deadly faerie, the

a pair of red shoes. Curses come in all shapes and sizes, and they can happen to anyone, not just those of

Fae Queen sends warriors to abduct her dying father in revenge. To gain his freedom, Neara must venture

us with unpopular stepparents... Here you'll find unique twists on curses, from fairy tale classics to brand-new

into the Shadowlands and obtain three enchanted objects under the supervision of the bestial Prince

hexes of the modern world - expect new monsters and mythologies as well as twists on well-loved fables.

Drayce.As Neara and Prince Drayce grow closer, she discovers the Queen's scheme to release an ancient

Stories to shock and stories of warning, stories of monsters and stories of magic. TWENTY TIMELESS

evil and enslave the mortal world. To thwart these plans, she must break the curses of five Fae Princes, but

FOLKTALES, NEW AND OLD NEIL GAIMAN JANE YOLEN KAREN JOY FOWLER M.R. CAREY

the cost of doing so is her Father's life. Torn between saving the human realm and saving her father, Neara

CHRISTINA HENRY CHRISTOPHER GOLDEN TIM LEBBON MICHAEL MARSHALL SMITH CHARLIE JANE

must navigate this treacherous world and choose between love, liberty and power. Curse of the Fae Queen is

ANDERS JEN WILLIAMS CATRIONA WARD JAMES BROGDEN MAURA McHUGH ANGELA SLATTER

a reverse harem fantasy adventure for fans of A Court of Thrones and Roses and A Song of Ice and Fire!

LILLITH SAINTCROW CHRISTOPHER FOWLER ALISON LITTLEWOOD MARGO LANAGAN

Once Upon a Curse Yasmine Galenorn 2016-06-22 Seventeen magical stories from NY Times and USA

A Curse of Fire Sophia Shade 2017-12-07 A magical calling card, a murderous secret, and an ancient,

Today bestsellers and award-winning authors that will entice you to the darker side of faerie tales. More

dangerous realm. The Fae have been hunting Imogen's mother for nearly eighteen years. She has something

Grimm than Disney, in this collection you'll find twists on Snow White, Hansel & Gretel, Rumpelstiltskin, The

they want: her daughter. Now they've caught up with her, and Imogen's faced with a choice: attend their fae

Snow Queen, Cinderella, The Pied Piper, Alice in Wonderland, and Red Riding Hood, plus new tales paying

college by choice...or by force. That should've been enough warning that Callador, school for the fae, is a

homage to the old traditions. Shadows cannot exist without light, however, and you'll find enough happily-

manipulative and dangerous place. But it's not until the school is under attack and the students are facing

ever-afters to lift your spirits in this anthology full of adventure, dark powers, and ultimately the enduring

death by curse that Imogen realizes Callador's darkest secret isn't how they get their students to attend. You

power of true love. YARROW, STURDY AND BRIGHT by Devon Monk - Sweet music cannot hide a wicked

won't want to fall behind on the series readers are calling a "brilliant, magical new world." One click your copy

heart... FAE HORSE by Anthea Sharp - Faerie bargains can grant any desire, but be careful what you wish

TODAY to see what's Beyond the Shadow Veil!

for. THE QUEEN OF FROST AND DARKNESS by Christine Pope - Her heart is the only thing colder than a

The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell Chris Colfer 2012-07-17 The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York

Russian winter.... BONES by Yasmine Galenorn - Sometimes, your most cherished dream can turn out to be

Times bestselling series The Land of Stories about two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and

a nightmare. MAGIC AFTER MIDNIGHT by C. Gockel - The Wicked Stepmother is about to meet her match...

Conner Bailey's world is about to change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines our

DANCE WITH THE DEVIL by Donna Augustine - When the devil makes a deal with a dancer, he gets more

modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic fairy tales. The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins

than he bargained for. NO GIFT OF WORDS by Annie Bellet - Never steal from a witch... THE GRIM

Alex and Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world

BROTHER by Audrey Faye - Not all walks in the wood end well... BEAST INSIDE BEAUTY by Danielle

behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with fairy

Monsch - Happily Ever After ain't guaranteed when Once Upon a Time is here. FAESCORNED by Jenna

tale characters they grew up reading about. But after a series of encounters with witches, wolves, goblins,

Elizabeth Johnson - The Morrigan, Celtic goddess of war and strife, must relive a painful memory that

and trolls alike, getting back home is going to be harder than they thought.

reminds her of what she can never have. DRAWN TO THE BRINK by Tara Maya - Sajiana's job is to hunt

Ever After High: Fairy's Got Talent Suzanne Selfors 2015-12-15 The fourth hexciting book in Suzanne Selfors'

down monsters brought alive from paintings. She never expected to meet one so handsome... or to need his

Ever After High: A School Story series. Keeping up evil appearances is hexhausting work for Faybelle Thorn.

help. THE VARIANCE COURT by Alexia Purdy - Anna, a struggling college student, discovers a mysterious

But as the daughter of the legendary Dark Fairy, it's all part of her story. So when Justine Dancer is looking

ring that turns her quiet life chaotic when the ring's magic doesn't do what it's told. THE MORRIGAN by

for a fairy to audition for a part in her new play, Faybelle's not interested...until she finds out the role is that of

Phaedra Weldon - A young man discovers he has leprechaun blood - and is wanted by dark faerie forces.

a wicked fairy queen. It's the role of Faybelle was born to play, and there's no way she's going to wait in the

ALICE by Julia Crane - A twisted tale of Alice and Wonderland. Facing madness and an ominous prophecy,

wings and let some other fairy play it! Faybelle soon finds out that she's actually got some pretty stiff

Alice chooses to follow her heart despite knowing her world is about to change forever. STILL RED by

competition for the part, so she resorts to drastic measures to land it: dark magic. But when her dark magic

Sabrina Locke - When the Hunters come, can there be any escape? THE FINAL STRAW by Jennifer

spell is an epic fairy fail, it's up to Faybelle to do the fight thing...What's a dark fairy to do? © 2015 Mattel. All

Blackstream - To banish a gold-spinning demon, first you must guess his name... THE UNICORN HUNTER

Rights Reserved.

by Alethea Kontis - Only Snow White knows what really happened in the forest...

Bad Beauty Anita Valle 2021-07-26 Three years under a sleeping curse. Unbelievable. Woke up to a ruined

Once Upon A Curse E. D. Baker 2014-08-26 The third book in the Tales of the Frog Princess series, now with

kingdom, a ruined life. I know exactly who did this. And I will rip out her hair by the roots. Now I've got a

a brand new look!

horrible Beast to deal with. A nasty witch in the Wood. And a man who still won't admit he loves me. If I'm to

Panther Prowling Yasmine Galenorn 2015-01-27 We’re the D’Artigo sisters: savvy half-human, half-Fae

take back the kingdom, I will have to end the darkness, starting with the person who poisoned us all:

operatives for the Otherworld Intelligence Agency. My sister Camille is a wicked-good witch with three

Cinderella. She is NEVER coming back. I may be beautiful as a rose, but my thorns are deadly sharp.

gorgeous husbands. Menolly is a vampire married to a werepuma. And me? I’m Delilah, a two-faced werecat

The Snow Queen Hans Christian Andersen 2015-04-28 With a single kiss, a young maid saves her beloved

and a Death Maiden. While the war in Otherworld is expanding, so is my newly renamed PI business. And my

from the Snow Queen’s icy imprisonment. When splinters from an evil troll’s magic mirror get into the heart

next case is about to make life very interesting… While waiting for Shadow Wing’s next move, I decide to

and eye of Kai, he is tricked into accompanying the Snow Queen to her palace, and only the innocence and

revamp my ragtag PI agency into the Cat’s Eye Investigations firm. My first client turns out to be our cousin

kindness of Gerda’s heart can save him. The inspiration for Frozen, Hans Christian’s Andersen’s “The Snow

Daniel. During the grand reopening for the Wayfarer, he shows up while being chased by a rampaging ghost.

Queen” is one of the most beloved fairy tales in history. HarperPerennialClassics brings great works of

Daniel has procured a rare and valuable sword, and a ring of ghostly warriors comes attached to it. Protectors

literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading

of the soul trapped within it, the spirits are out to stop anybody who threatens the weapon. As my sisters and

in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.

I unravel the history of the sword, we quickly realize that the entity locked within the blade is a dangerous

Ever Shade (A Dark Faerie Tale #1) Alexia Purdy 2015-06-18 This book was updated 7/3/13 Ever Shade ~ a

king from times gone by—and he’s about to break free and try to recover his crown…

dark twist on faeries. For Shade, a chance meeting with a powerful Teleen Faery warrior who wields electrical

Once Upon a Bite Annie Bellet 2022-02-15 Fifteen tales tinged with darkness, where vampires and

currents and blue fires along his skin, has her joining him on a treacherous mission for the good Seelie Faerie

werewolves roam and familiar fairytales take on overtones of blood and vengeance. (Note: Some of these

Court across the land of Faerie. Magic and malice abound and nothing is what it really seems to be.

stories are not suitable for sensitive readers.) The Blue Fairy Hunters Guild - Phaedra Weldon Joining the

Ever Winter (A Dark Faerie Tale #3) Alexia Purdy 2015-06-22 Book 3 of the bestselling series: A Dark Faerie

Blue Fairy Hunters Guild is just the first step in finding the Nightshade who made him a Puppet all those

Tale Shade has been left all but shattered. Travelling to the Ice kingdom, along with her 'body guard' Dylan

centuries ago. Revenge is the goal, but lies and truths revealed show his past has a very different tale.

who continues to be bound to her, to where the holder of her magic dwells. The war of Faerie amplifies and

Silvereyes and the Three Wolves - Nikki Jefford Werewolf reporter Justin Slinger covers the dramatic court

her only chance to save it will be to resist the enchantments of the Ice King, one of the Ancient rulers of

trial of Kingdom v. Silvereyes. Will the vampire Ada Silvereyes be found guilty of first-degree burglary and

Faerie. But, he has his own agenda and will do anything to stop her from making it to the Summer Kingdom,

property damage? River Daughter - Annie Bellet The tale of a woman who is the last in a long line of magical

with her family, to claim back her throne. These Ancients of Faerie don't want her to succeed, and the wards

women, and the lengths a mother will go to not only to protect her child, but also her legacy. The Girl Who

between the land of Faerie and the mortal world are blurring rapidly. Shade must face treacheries in every

Cried Vamp - Christine Pope Hedgewitch Selena Marx is usually ready to believe six impossible things before

crevice of the land, even among the human mortals and trusted allies, before all is lost.

breakfast. But even her credulity is strained when the new kid in town is full of strange stories, each one

Once Upon a Curse Peter S. Beagle 2012-12 Gorgeous, haunting, and a wonder to read San Francisco Book

wilder than the next. The Ugly Daughter - Donna Augustine The Ugly Daughter follows a scarred and ridiculed

Review An appealing way to rediscover the classic tales Publishers Weekly A beautiful addition to the

girl named Winni. All she dreams of is a future where she’s accepted, but her true destiny is more than she

adventurous fairy tale fan s shelf Portland Book Review STEP INTO THE WORLD OF MYTH AND MAGIC

could’ve imagined. Spider to the Fly - Kate Danley "'Will you walk into my parlour?' said the Spider to the

Fair maidens, handsome princes, witches, and fairy godmothers all show their dark and dangerous side in this

Fly." The famous poem by Mary Howett gets a lush retelling by USA Today bestselling author Kate Danley.

anthology inspired by myths and fairy tales, retold by some of the best authors in this generation and by

Except there's vampires. Princess of Salt - Anthea Sharp A daughter is cast out, but can she win her way

some upcoming new talents. Told with a dark twist, focused on the lure of the gorgeous evil, this collection

back to forgiveness through the simple art of cooking? The Huntress - Sara C. Roethle When an old woman

will take the readers on a wild ride through magical realms of Ancient Greece, old Russia, medieval Europe,

is killed, a vampire hunter is sent to find the killer. Only she isn’t hunting vampires. No, the lone vampire

and modern day America.

around wants a lot more from her than blood. Yelf Reviews for Jaqueline’s Beanstalk Cafe - Kay McSpadden
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Everyone’s a critic, especially on social media, and especially in Fairy Tale Land. Even Jacqueline’s

poised to wake her. But when the prince falls asleep as his lips touch the fair maiden's, it is clear that this

Beanstalk Cafe lives for good Yelf reviews! Marusia and the Monster - Jamie Ferguson Kara never stays too

fairy tale is far from over. With a desperate fairy's last curse controlling her mind, Princess Aurora must

long in any one place, and never allows anyone to get too close to her. It’s just too risky—she never knows

escape from a different castle of thorns and navigate a dangerously magical landscape--created from her very

ahead of time what the monster inside of her might make her do. But Kara didn’t expect to fall in love…

own dreams. Aurora isn't alone--a charming prince is eager to join her quest, and old friends offer their help.

Twisted Cinderella - Julia Crane Cinderella has had it with being pushed around. Instead of taking the high

But as Maleficent's agents follow her every move, Aurora struggles to discover who her true allies are and,

road, Cinderella embraces the darkness in this twisted tale. Faefrost - Jenna Elizabeth Johnson When her

moreover, who she truly is. Time is running out. Will the sleeping beauty be able to wake herself up?

best friend is taken by a woman the wild animals call the Frost Witch, Tegan of Eile will stop at nothing to get

Twisted Fairy Tales Anthology Alex Clark 2017-04-27 Be warned. This quest is not for the faint of heart. Turn

him back. Cat in Combat Boots - C. Gockel Tenryu has two big problems. The solution is very small. Blood

back now if you doubt your conviction, for the journey is perilous and the beasts unforgiving. Well then...if it is

and Water - Alethea Kontis A faithful retelling of Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Little Mermaid,” only she’s

adventure that you seek the path lies ahead. Travel with us down a dark and winding road. We'll guide you

a vampire. And there are pirates. Breadcrumbs - Sarra Cannon Despite trying to create a new life for herself

through the Twisted Fairy Tale Forest where demons lurk and dark magic reigns. Steel your mind and guard

after the disappearance of her brother, Gretel is pulled back into the dark world of vampire hunting when she

your heart, brave one, for an ancient evil from a forgotten realm hides deep within the shadows. Fallen angels

catches sight of the man who first lured them into the woods as children. Read more fabulous fairytale

fly on dark wings. Creatures great and small stalk their prey from afar, waiting for the perfect moment to

retellings from these authors - available in print and digital at all online retailers! ONCE UPON A CURSE - 17

strike. Fear not. There is goodness here for those who truly see. Heroes conquer and love prevails...but, all is

Dark Faerie Tales ONCE UPON A KISS - 17 Romantic Faerie Tales ONCE UPON A QUEST - 15 Tales of

not as it seems and not every fairy tale has a happy ending. The Twisted Fairy Tales Anthology is a collection

Adventure ONCE UPON A STAR - 14 SF-Inspired Faerie Tales ONCE UPON A GHOST - 20 Eerie Faerie

of short stories written by a talented group of young authors. They have taken the world of classic fairy tales

Tales ONCE UPON A WISH - 17 Dreamy Faerie Tales KEYWORDS: Fairytale retelling, Beauty and the

and tilted it on its axis to bring you some of the most imaginative, often terrifying, retellings you'll ever read.

Beast, Cinderella, The Little Mermaid, Puss in Boots, Red Riding Hood, short stories, Fantasy Anthology,

Contributing Authors: J.M. Bach, Alex Clark, Makayla Desmit, Lauren Frick, Alexander Hartman, Madeleine

paranormal, vampire, fae, faerie, short bites, dark fairytales, revenge, horror, werewolf, monster, ghoul

Harris, Faith Hays, Polaris Jimenez, Emily Lorenzen, and Grey Nebel. Alternate Ending Publications,

The Legend of Oescienne Jenna Elizabeth Johnson 2016-05-20 A year has passed since the Tanaan dragon

Copyright 2017

Jaax and his human ward, Jahrra, came to live within the protected boundaries of Lidien, the great City of

The Queen of Nothing Holly Black 2019-11-19 A powerful curse forces the exiled Queen of Faerie to choose

Light. But even the safest places in Ethöes can harbor enemies, and one cannot hide from one’s fate forever.

between ambition and humanity in this highly anticipated and jaw-dropping finale to The Folk of the Air trilogy

At the onset of yet another departure, Jahrra realizes there is more to this next step in her journey than she

from a #1 New York Times bestselling author. He will be the destruction of the crown and the ruination of the

previously thought.

throne Power is much easier to acquire than it is to hold onto. Jude learned this lesson when she released

Once Upon a Winter's Night Dennis L. McKiernan 2002-07-01 The bestselling author of the Mithgar novels

her control over the wicked king, Cardan, in exchange for immeasurable power. Now as the exiled mortal

presents a new version of a fable that fires the imagination and touches the heart... Once upon a winter's

Queen of Faerie, Jude is powerless and left reeling from Cardan's betrayal. She bides her time determined to

night, a poor crofter trades his daughter Camille to wed Prince Alain of the Summerwood in exchange for a

reclaim everything he took from her. Opportunity arrives in the form of her twin sister, Taryn, whose life is in

lifetime of riches. Though love blossoms between Camille and the prince, he is haunted by sadness and will

peril. Jude must risk venturing back into the treacherous Faerie Court, and confront her lingering feelings for

not allow her to see his unmasked face. Believing she can lift whatever curse has been bestowed upon him,

Cardan, if she wishes to save her sister. But Elfhame is not as she left it. War is brewing. As Jude slips deep

Camille acts on her own—with devastating results, as all she loves is swept away. Now, to regain what she

within enemy lines she becomes ensnared in the conflict's bloody politics. And, when a dormant yet powerful

has lost, she must embark on a desperate quest through the hinterlands of Faery, seeking a mysterious place

curse is unleashed, panic spreads throughout the land, forcing her to choose between her ambition and her

lycing somewhere east of the sun and west of the moon...

humanity . . .

Once Upon A Quest Annie Bellet 2018-02-08 Fifteen brand new fairytale twists from bestselling and award-

Once More Upon a Time Roshani Chokshi 2021-10-05 Immerse yourself a highly unusual fairy tale by New

winning authors. With inspirations ranging from The Ugly Duckling to Snow White, and everything in between

York Times bestselling author Roshani Chokshi. Once upon a dream, there was a prince named Ambrose

(including trips to Camelot and Oz), these fabulous tales are full of adventure, magic, and a touch of romance.

and a princess named Imelda who loved each other... But alas, no more. "What a witch takes, a witch does

WEST OF THE MOON by Annie Bellet When her twin brother sacrifices his freedom to save their starving

not give back!" their friends and family warn. They resign themselves to this loveless fate... A year and a day

family, Lina embarks on a quest through a magical forest to save him and restore their fortunes. A BELL IN

pass. And then their story truly begins... Embark on a perilous journey with Imelda and Ambrose as they

THE NIGHT by Evelyn Snow For Stevie Silver, waking the beautiful boy in the glass box is only the

brave magical landscapes and enchanted creatures on their quest to reclaim their heart's desire...But first they

beginning, as her mysterious past catches up with her. MISTRESS BOOTSI by Anthea Sharp A girl sets out

must remember what that is... Perfect for readers looking for: A fresh, magical fairy tale Love so strong, it

to seek her fortune - and luckily, she has a clever cat for a companion… WHITE ROSE by Phaedra Weldon

breaks a witch's curse An enchanting world to escape to A delightful cast of magical characters Compelling

Jack Frost must find his true love and save her from the Snow Queen’s icy shards before he loses her - and

storytelling from a beloved, bestselling fantasy author Praise for Roshani Chokshi: "Reading Chokshi's prose

his chance at humanity - forever. THE GOBLIN AND THE TREASURE by Alethea Kontis Out-of-work soldier

is like sinking deeply into a plush, purple velvet sofa...lavish descriptions wrap you in sumptuous sensory

Kira Kobold is handpicked by the High Wizard Zelwynn to go on a quest. Her companions? A growly ogress,

detail."—New York Times "Vivid and lovely writing."—Entertainment Weekly

a surly dwarf, a dimwitted troll, and an overly optimistic goblin. This wasn’t exactly the quest she was looking

Darkfever Karen Marie Moning 2006-10-31 MacKayla Lane’s life is good. She has great friends, a decent job,

for… THE RUINS OF OZ by Alexia Purdy The Land of Oz was the last place Thea thought she’d find herself

and a car that breaks down only every other week or so. In other words, she’s your perfectly ordinary twenty-

after falling through her mother’s enchanted mirror. If the stories she’s been told are real, why is the Emerald

first-century woman. Or so she thinks . . . until something extraordinary happens. When her sister is

City in ruins? A TOUCH OF GOLD by Rachel Morgan When Tilly helps two strangers escape from danger,

murdered, leaving a single clue to her death—a cryptic message on Mac’s cell phone—Mac journeys to Ireland

she becomes part of their quest to keep a powerful magical ability out of the wrong hands ... MAGIC AND

in search of answers. The quest to find her sister’s killer draws her into a shadowy realm where nothing is as

MACHINERY by Jamie Ferguson Maude works with machinery, not magic. Can she find a way to escape the

it seems, where good and evil wear the same treacherously seductive mask. She is soon faced with an even

magician’s grasp and free her beloved brother? BLOW YOUR HOUSE DOWN by Nikki Jefford In a brave

greater challenge: staying alive long enough to learn how to handle a power she had no idea she

new world, three wizards journey through wild shifter territories to find somewhere to begin anew. BANE AND

possessed–a gift that allows her to see beyond the world of man, into the dangerous realm of the Fae. . . . As

BALM by Jenna Elizabeth Johnson When the stream providing healing water to Claire’s sick aunt dries up,

Mac delves deeper into the mystery of her sister’s death, her every move is shadowed by the dark,

she must venture into the dreaded Dorcha Forest, where she discovers a stranger willing to risk his freedom

mysterious Jericho, a man with no past and only mockery for a future. As she begins to close in on the truth,

in order to help her on her quest. CAT WHITE by Kay McSpadden He thought he was following the music,

the ruthless Vlane—an alpha Fae who makes sex an addiction for human women–closes in on her. And as

but a white cat led him to realize life held more adventure than he’d guessed. KING ARTHUR AND THE

the boundary between worlds begins to crumble, Mac’s true mission becomes clear: find the elusive Sinsar

CHALICE OF LIFE by Julia Crane Camelot may be at peace, but betrayal and death lurk within the mists

Dubh before someone else claims the all-powerful Dark Book—because whoever gets to it first holds nothing

surrounding it. FEAR OF FALLING by Shawntelle Madison Cast from her griffin’s nest, Ireti is forced into the

less than complete control of the very fabric of both worlds in their hands. . . . Look for all of Karen Marie

cruel world of the ground-walkers below. Before she can fly, Ireti must find the strength to walk, and the key

Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |

to acceptance lies in an undiscovered place—between two worlds. THE MERROW’S GOLDEN RING by Sara

SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt

C. Roethle Ailios was taught to never believe a promise from one of the Faie, but that doesn’t stop her from

from Karen Marie Moning's Bloodfever.

doing it anyway. TAKE MY MONSTERS by C. Gockel In the wilds of the barbarian north, Roman slave

Stone Guardian Danielle Monsch 2013-07 It is a new world after the Great Collision, Gryphons fly past

Margusa meets a warrior enchanted and enslaved by an Elf Queen. To set him free, Margusa must first

skyscrapers, wizards battle it out in coffeehouses and women riding motorcycles with large swords strapped

confront the monsters within herself... KEYWORDS: Fairy tale retellings, Arthurian fantasy, Snow White, Celtic

to their backs are normal sights. Human only city dweller, Larissa Miller is attacked by zombies and rescued

myths and legends, magic, urban fantasy, The Snow Queen, Puss in Boots, bestselling authors, fantasy

by the leader of the gargoyles. They find out why Larissa is being targeted by the Necromancers and are

anthology, twisted fairytales

running against time to save Larissa and the fate of the new Realm as well.

Once Upon a Dream: A Twisted Tale Liz Braswell 2016-04-05 What if the sleeping beauty never woke up?

Once Upon a Cursed Time R. Weeks 2016-09-23 Eleven bestselling authors put their unique spins on your

Once Upon a Dream marks the second book in a new YA line that reimagines classic Disney stories in

beloved childhood Fairytales. Fourteen stories, fourteen escapes from reality. Ugly Scars Some people will do

surprising new ways. It should be simple--a dragon defeated, a slumbering princess in a castle, a prince

anything for beauty. Chiselling away at her own face, one woman became so obsessed with being beautiful
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that she made a deal with a demon. Milly Swan is about to find out what happens when you come face to

with her horrible brothers and doting father. When a wolf offers her a deal to rid her of her brothers, she can't

face with the Ugly Duckling. Path of Thorns All Ellie and Jack have ever known is the harsh life in a Truro

help but agree. However, Ruby will quickly realise that you should never make deals with your own demons.

workhouse; all they've dreamed of is a good meal and a comfortable bed. When they're sent out as part of a

Skinderella Eleanor was a beauty, loved by all until her father passed away and her stepmother's true nature

working party, a wrong turn brings them within grasp of those very things. But they soon learn that the wild

clawed its ugly way to the surface. But when the King of the land throws a ball for all of the young ladies in

beauty of the Cornish moorlands masks a dark and greedy heart. Beauty and the Beast Within When Beauty

this kingdom to find a bride for his son, how far will the stepmother go to make her ugly daughters beautiful?

lost her mother, and her father lost the family wealth, she resigned herself to live a quiet life in the country.

Some people will go to extreme measures to look beautiful. Prince Recreant "The Princess and the Pea" as

But after disobeying the commands of the cursed ruler, Beauty's father is forced to make a terrible

retold by Steven Evans in "Prince Recreant" Three Women. Three Tests. One Crown. A Game of Roses "A

agreement. When Beauty arrives at the castle, the beast's heart beats with excitement. Could she learn to

Game of Roses: Bocephus' Revenge" A brother's love tainted by shame and smeared with blood.

love him and break the curse, or will the curse consume Beauty? Pin Step into the twisted mind of "Pin".

Rumplestiltskin will never be the same. Kiss Catherine is trapped helping her father pay off his farm debt. It

She's had it with being a wooden girl. Pin's only wish is to turn into a real girl, and she'll do anything to make

would take a miracle to change her life path. Then one day she spots a talking frog in the royal garden. For

that happen. J.L. Clayton takes the beloved fairy tale "Pinocchio" and carves out a unique tale of horror. The

some reason, the prince has been turned into a frog, but is it also true that by kissing the frog you will

Ink-washed Cat "A young Shinto chokkai visits the ruins of a sacred temple only to discover the true cost of

become his wife? Muerte de los Corazones They are summoned every night all over the world. The darkness

ancient magic." The Ink Washed Cat - A twisted fairy tale by R. B. Wood based on the Japanese fairy tale

that binds the two mythical beings becomes more dangerous as their rotten relationship escalates go

"The Boy who Drew Cats" Let Down Thy Hair Let down thy hair is a retelling of the classic fairytale,

unexpected heights. As La Llorona and El Cucuy snatch the souls of children in the heart of Mexico, they

Rapunzel, by Genevieve Moultrie. Rapunzel lets down her hair. But never expected who climbs up! Awakened

must beat the wits of their son in order to stay alive. Phantom Whispers Greediness can be one's downfall as

by a Kiss Awakened by a Kiss is a retelling of the classic fairytale, Sleeping Beauty, by Genevieve Moultrie. A

Bastien is about to find out. In this cleverly woven tale, based on the classic fairy tale "White Snake." We are

sleep so deep she could never awaken. Or could she? Hooded Red Deep in the Enchanted Forest lives Ruby

all lured by poisonous things.
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